BUSINESS INTRODUCTION

CIMCO Trading was established and registered in 1993 with its main office located in Sharjah, UAE. We are among the leading distributors of Electrical, Mechanical, Marine, Instrumentation and Hardware products in the Gulf for the past 20 years. We have been providing support and services to all major industries, contractors and traders in the region.

CIMCO Trading is an authorized distributor of Cooper Bussmann fuses (UK). Cooper Bussmann is a manufacturer of all ranges of fuses (NH/HT/HRC/ Low Voltage/ High Voltage/ Cylinder/ etc), fuse-links and its accessories.

Over the past two decades, CIMCO Trading has accumulated a strong and healthy market trust through a simple principle: “Earning Trust Through Business”. It has been the backbone of our success throughout.
CIMCO TRADING COMPANY

Cooper Bussmann Fuses
- HT fuses
- HRC fuses
- Low Voltage fuses
- High Voltage fuses
- Cylinder/Glass/Bottle-neck/etc type fuses
- Fuse-Links
- Fuse holders, and more.

Cables & Cable Management System
- Armored cables
- Instrumentation cables
- Marine cables
- Flexible/Rubber Flexible cables
- Data cables
- Fibre Optics (FO) cables
- High-tension cables
- Aluminum PILC cables
- Panel wires
- Cable gland
- Wiping gland
- Lugs
- Saddle
- Couplers
- Patch cords,
- Ferrules and more

Brands: COOPER BUSSMANN UK

Industrial and Circuit Transformers
- Step-Up Transformers
- Step-Down Transformers
- Short range (<100KVA) Transformers
- Long range (100KVA-2000KVA) Transformers

Brands: EMIRATES TRANSFORMER

Circuit Breakers & Electrical Accessories
- MCCBs
- MCBs
- ELCBs
- Isolators
- DBs
- Industrial Plugs & Sockets, and more.

Brands: SCHNEIDER | ABB | HAGER | CLIPSAL

Industrial and Commercial Lightings
- Modular Indirect Lights
- Surface Mounted Lights
- Weather Proof Lights
- Downlight
- Spot-Lights
- Wall Lights
- Flood-Light
- Street-Light
- Garden Lights
- Bollard types
- Pole Lights
- Aquatic Lights
- Control Gears
- Cooper Crouse-Hinds (CEAG)
- Sodium Vapour light fittings
- Halogen light fittings and more.

Brands: PHILIPS | FRATER | ZALUX | SILUX | BRITMAX | COOPER | CROUSE HINDS (CEAG)
Industrial and Commercial Fans

- Exhaust fans
- Ceiling fans
- Wall-mounted fans
- Standing fans, and more.

Brands: CROMPTON | WINDY | WINDTON | KHAITAN | ALMONARD | KHIND

Conduit Pipes & Fittings

- GI pipes
- Flexible pipes
- PVC pipes, and more.

Brands: DECODUCT | EGA | METRO | KOPEX

Switchgear and More

- Telecom
- Fibre Optic
- Interface Converter
- MDB, SMBD
- Instrumentation Meters
- Instrumentation Panels
- KWH Electrical Meters
- Krone Module
- Generator-renting
- Crane-renting

Brands: SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC | SIEMENS | RITTAL | MOXA | AEM ROMANIA (ALFA) | ISKARA | CROMPTON GREAVES

CLIENT LIST

Weatherford
eni saipem
SOBHA
SEWA
Sharjah Municipality
Ranya
EROS GROUP
EVEREST
Gulf Craft
GRADE
QENERGY
TSSC
MAJOR PROJECTS

EMAL Aluminum Complex, Abu Dhabi

Dubai Airport Terminal-2, Dubai

Palm Jumeirah, Dubai

Dubai Investments Park, Dubai

Wafi Mall, Dubai

Dubai Metro, Dubai

Sharjah Cricket Stadium, Sharjah

Dubai Airport Terminal-3 Dubai

MBR City, Dubai

Garraf Project, Iraq

Burj Khalifa, Dubai

Tel. : +(971)-6-5673013
Sales : +(971)-55-9587503
Fax : +(971)-6-5672604
P. O. Box : 21409, Sharjah - U.A.E.
Email : cimco@emirates.net.ae
Website : www.cimcotrading.com
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